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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. A dark threat to the survival of all
humankind looms beyond the horizon of detection by their advanced sensing systems. On his
deathbed, visionary prophet Carlos Sepeda tasks his grandson to go counter the dark threat.
However, Prophet Sepeda dies before revealing the nature of the dark threat. All the prophet leaves
his grandson, Joqi Sepeda, are coordinates to an intersection point located in the outer reaches of
their home solar system, a specific time to arrive at the point, and a legacy of leadership by the
Sepeda family. Joqi launches on his mission aboard the advanced research vessel Horizon Quest,
accompanied by an artificial intelligence entity, Dawn. To survive cosmic radiation and the high-g
acceleration required to get to the intersection point on time, he must travel immersed in a smart
liquid plasma. He invented this plasma, which maintains health and greatly enhances sensory
perceptions . and much more! Upon crossing the intersection point, Joqi enters a complex game of
discovery, intrigue, and life threatening events that force him to evolve intellectually far beyond
what he was at...
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Reviews
This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Pr of. Va lentin Ha ne MD
Basically no terms to clarify. It can be writter in basic terms instead of di icult to understand. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a
composed publication.
-- Dr . Ha z el Ziema nn IV
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